Abstract. The Hausdor and packing measures and dimensions of the limit sets of iterated function systems generated by countable families of conformal contractions are investigated. Conformal measures for such systems, re ecting geometric properties of the limit set, are introduced, proven to exist, and to be unique. The existence of a unique invariant probability equivalent to the conformal measure is derived. Our methods employ the concepts of the Perron-Frobenius operator, symbolicdynamics on an in nite dimensional shift space, and the properties of the above mentioned ergodic invariant measure. A formula for the Hausdor dimension of the limit set in terms of the pressure function is derived. Fractal phenomena not exhibited by nite systems are shown to appear in the in nite case. In particular a variety of conditions are provided for Hausdor and packing measures to be positive or nite, and a number of examples are described showing the appearance of various possible combinations for these quantities. One example given special attention is the limit set associated to the complex continued fraction expansion { in particular lower and upper estimates for its Hausdor dimension are given. A large natural class of systems whose limit sets are "dimensionless in the restricted sense" is described.
Introduction
The concept of an iterated function system arises in two natural contexts. One is as a generalization of the process of looking at backward trajectories of a continuous map of a metric space. The second is as a geometric recursion generating a fractal set. It has turned out to be of importance for describing complexity of objects arising in systems directly modeling physical processes.
With any nite iterated function system is associated its limit set J, the fractal coded by this system. The qualitative metric structure of this set, expressed mainly as the equality of the three basic dimensions (Hausdor , box, and packing) has been clari ed beginning with the works of Moran 18] and Hutchinson 14] assuming that the generating mappings of the underlying systems are similarities. One can infer from 14] that the Hausdor and packing measures coincide up to a multiplicative constant, and are positive and nite. More subtle achievements, focused for example around the problem of multifractal decomposition or around the meaning of several separation conditions have beenthen obtained (see 28] ). In the meantime a need to explore iterated function systems with an in nite set of generators consisting of conformal maps rather than simply similarities has arisen from both of these contexts (see 1], 5], 11], and 17] for example).
The main aim of this paper is to provide methods appropriate to deal with the case when the number of generators is not assumed to be nite nor the generators are required to be linear -merely conformal. After de ning the limit set J, we then prove that an analog of the Moran-Bowen formula, identifying its Hausdor dimension as the zero of the pressure function, continues to hold in our case in a slightly modi ed form. Namely, instead of the zero of the pressure function P(t), we take the in mum of all arguments t > 0 for which P ( t) is negative. This modi cation is important and in Section 5 examples are given (cf. Ex.5.3 and 5.4) of systems such that P(t) i s a l w ays either in nite or negative (the phenomenon, rst observed in 17], cannot happen in the nite case) and in this case, the corresponding limit sets are "dimensionless in the restricted sense" there is no Hausdor gauge function of the form g(t) = t L(t), where L is slowing varying such that the corresponding Hausdor measure gives J positive nite measure. The property that P(t) has some nite nonnegative v alue turns out to be a necessary and su cient condition for the existence of a semiconformal measure, that is a xed point of the associated PerronFrobenius operator. (Indeed, the iteration of in nitely many similarity maps, i with reduction ratios r i is a special deterministic case of 17]. The results of 17] show that there is a t-conformal measure m or self-similar measure m satisfying m = P 1 i=1 r t i m ;1 i if and only if P 1 i=1 r t i = 1 :) T h e semiconformal measure is then proved to beconformal which is the notion which links dynamical and geometrical features of a conformal iterated function system and its behaviour governs the geometric measure theoretic properties of the limit set. If it exists, the conformal measure is proven to beunique. We should also mention that although semiconformality is merely an auxiliary notion, it can be de ned even if no separation condition is imposed, and in a numberof our proofs the semiconformality property is su cient.
We would like to remark at this point that the concept of conformal measure was rst introduced by S . P atterson in 21] for limit sets of Fuchsian groups and then extended by D. Sullivan (see 32] and 33]) to the class of all Kleinian groups (i.e. discrete groups of isometries of a hyperbolic space of arbitrary dimension) and rational functions of the Riemann sphere. These three classes of systems, Kleinian groups, rational functions, and conformal iterated function systems, although similar, are mutually distinct. Let us list just a few prominent features di erentiating them. Indeed, for bothKleinian groups (not necessarily geometrically nite) and rational functions a t-conformal measure always exists (see again 32] and 33]) whereas, as explained above, for conformal iterated function systems this property may fail. Also, for a conformal iterated function system if a tconformal measure exists, then t is equal to the Hausdor dimension of the corresponding limit set and this measure is unique whereas for both Kleinian groups and rational functions there are known examples (see 19] , 22], 4]) allowing parameters t greater than Hausdor dimension admitting conformal measures.
There are however wide subclasses of Kleinian groups and rational functions almost satisfying the requirements of conformal iterated function systems, so called convex cocompact Kleinian groups and hyperbolic rational functions. Hyperbolic rational functions admit nite Markov partitions with exponentially contracting \inverse branches" convex cocompact Fuchsian groups, with an appropriate choice of generators, do the same, and all convex cocompact Kleinian groups are by some experts believed to admit such partitions too. A little problem appears here that the images of the elements of Markov partitions may n o t b e equal the whole limit set but the de nition of iterated function systems could beeasily extended, for the price of some bigger technical complexity, t o cover these cases.
On the other hand, the phenomenon of critical points, substantially complicating the behaviour of rational functions does not seem to have any reasonable analog in the class of Kleinian groups and conformal iterated function systems. However between the class of hyperbolic rational functions and those with critical points in the Julia sets (the common name for the limit set associated with a rational function) there is a class of rational functions which are not hyperbolic but do not allow a n y critical point in the Julia set. These maps, called parabolic maps, do not t into formalism of conformal iterated function systems but one can associate to any of these maps a so called jump map (see 1] , 5]), originally considered by Schweiger in 29] in the context of maps of an interval, which like hyperbolic maps, admits a Markov partition but consisting of in nitely many elements. This construction along with the complex continued fraction expansion system was in fact our primary clue leading us toward in nite iterated function systems.
Coming back to iterated function systems, in order to emphasize the di erence between the nite and in nite case we would like to point out that even if a conformal measure exists, the Hausdor measure may vanish, the packing measure may be in nite and the packing dimension (so also box dimension) can belarger than the Hausdor dimension.
Organization of paper
In Section 2 we formalize our notation and setting and also make some preliminary observations. In Section 3 we introduce topological pressure, Perron-Frobenius operator, and conformal and semiconformal measures. We de ne and study here the class of regular and hereditarily regular systems, and using a symbolicrepresentation of the limit set we prove the existence and uniqueness of the conformal measure. We also derive the existence of an invariant probability e q u i v alent to the conformal measure. Proving its ergodicity w e simultaneously show its uniqueness. At the end of the section we give a proof that if the system has nite entropy, then the Hausdor dimension of the conformal measure is equal to the Hausdor dimension of the limit set.
The next section, Section 4, is partially motivated by what happens in the context of Kleinian groups with cusps and parabolic rational functions (see 6], 34]). It is also partially motivated from the geometric recursion point of view for similarities. Even in the random case (see 12], 17]) there is a natural random measure on the random object. This measure is the random \conformal" measure and for these systems the Hausdor measure is nite.
We prove in this section that as in the case of Kleinian groups and parabolic rational functions (even more, rational functions with no reccurent critical points in the Julia set (see 36])) Hausdor measure is always nite and packing measure is positive. Moreover, we provide su cient conditions for Hausdor measure to vanish or to bepositive and for packing measure to bein nite or nite. These conditions are formulated in terms of the boundary behaviour of our system and then in examples we s h o w that all possibly allowed combinations are realized. A similar situation has been observed for Kleinian groups and parabolic rational functions (see 34] , 6], and 36] for example) except that in this latter case at least one, Hausdor or packing measure is always positive and nite. Notice also that in view of Theorem 4.17 if Hausdor or packing measure is positive and nite, then, up to a multiplicative constant, it is equal to the conformal measure. Therefore the results of this section can be also viewed as an attempt to understand the geometric nature of conformal measures. And this process is not nished yet. Since, although we would be able to extract a fairly large class of gauge functions for which associated Hausdor and packing measures either vanish or are in nite, we are not able to provide any example of a system admitting a conformal measure whose limit set would be"totally dimensionless" there is no Hausdor gauge function such that the corresponding Hausdor measure gives the limit set positive nite measure.
We also prove in this section an exponential decay of the Lebesgue measures of consecutive \levels" of our systems and provide an e ective su cient condition for the Hausdor dimension of the limit set to be stricly smaller than the dimension of the Euclidean space containing it. At the end of the section we prove that the limit sets of irregular systems are dimensionless.
Section 5 consists of several examples illustrating a wide variety of possible fractal behaviour of limits sets. In particular Example 5.2 gives evidence of how large the di erence can be between limit sets of in nite systems and nite systems and as well between limit sets of in nite iterated function systems, limit sets of geometrically nite Kleinian groups and Julia sets of parabolic rational functions, as in the two last cases the Hausdor dimension and box dimension are always equal (see 7] and 31]) whereas for iterated function systems even packing dimension can bebigger than Hausdor dimension.
In Section 6, we deal with our primary example { an iterated function system associated to complex continued fraction expansions. From the results obtained in Sections 3 and 4 we conclude that the Hausdor dimension of corresponding limit set lies strictly between 1 and 2, obtaining in this way a more qualitative proof than that given in 11].
We improve the quantitative approach worked out in 11] by using some properties of the pressure function. Enjoying the power of modern computers, we show that this dimension lies between the numbers1.2484 and 1.9.
In Section 7, we gather together several problems which remain unsolved. In the appendix, we give a direct derivation of the ergodic probability measure equivalent t o the conformal measure. This derivation di ers from the method used in Section 3 in that no use of an abstract symbolspace. Also, the measure is obtained in a constructive manner as compared to the derivation given in Section 3 which uses Banach limits.
Preliminaries
Throughout the whole paper the Let (X ) be a nonempty compact metric space, let I be a countable set with at least two elements, and let S = f i : X ! X : i 2 Ig bea collection of injective contractions from X to X for which there exists 0 < s < 1 such that (2.1) ( i (x) i (y)) s (x y) for every i 2 I and for every pair of points x y 2 X. Any s u c h collection S of contractions is called an iterated function system, frequently abbreviated as i.f.s. Put I = S n 1 I n and for ! 2 I n , n 1, set ! = ! 1 ! 2 : : : ! n :
If ! 2 I I 1 and n 1 does not exceed the length of !, we denote by !j n the word ! 1 ! 2 : : : ! n . Observe now that given ! 2 I 1 , the compact sets !j n (X), n 1, are decreasing and their diameters converge to zero. In fact, by (2.1)
is a singleton and therefore this formula de nes a m a p : I 1 ! X which, in view of (2.2) is continuous. Let : I 1 ! I 1 denote the left shift map (cutting out the rst coordinate) on I 1 , that is (!) = ! 2 ! 3 : : : . We will frequently use the following obvious relation
The main object of our interest will be the set J = (I 1 ) = S !2I 1 T 1 n=1 !jn (X), called the limit set associated to the system S = f i : X ! X : i 2 Ig. Since i ( (!)) = (i!) for every i 2 I and rewriting (2.3) in the form (!) = ! 1 ( ( (!))), we see that
Notice that if I is nite, then J is compact. If the system S = f i : X ! X : i 2 Ig, is pointwise nite (meaning that each element of X belongs to at most nitely many elements of i (X)), then the family f ! (X) : ! 2 I n g is pointwise nite for every n 1 and therefore
Thus J is a F subset of X. In Section 5 we will discuss examples of in nite i.f.s. whose associated limit sets are not G subsets of X, e q u i v alently which do not admit a complete metric. If the system S is not assumed to bepointwise nite, then it seems that J may even have much more complicated descriptive set theoretic structure. Let now X(1) be the set of limit points of all sequences x i 2 i (X), i 2 I 0 , where I 0 ranges over all in nite subsets of I. As we shall see the geometric behavior of the system at this \asymptotic boundary" directly a ects the geometric properties of the limit set J.
We shall prove the following.
Proof. First note that in view of (2.4) and the assumption, X(1) J. Therefore for every i 2 I we have i (X(1)) i (J) i (J) J. So, one inclusion is proved. In order to prove the other one consider x 2 J. Then there exists a sequence ! n of points in I 1 such that x = lim n!1 (! n ). If the set of rst coordinates of points ! n is in nite, x 2 X(1) and we are done. Otherwise, there exists u 1 2 I such that the set N 1 = fn 1 : ! n 1 = u 1 g is in nite. If now the set of second coordinates of points ! n , n 2 N 1 , is in nite, x 2 u 1 (X(1)) and we are done again. Otherwise there exists u 2 2 I such that the set N 2 = fn 2 N 1 : ! n 2 = u 2 g is in nite. So, if we can stop this procedure after nitely many, s a y n, steps, we are done, since then x 2 u 1 u 2 :::u n (X(1)). Otherwise, using (2.2) we will produce a sequence u 2 I 1 such that dist(x uj n (X)) tends to zero which implies that x = (u) 2 J.
An iterated function system S = f i : X ! X : i 2 Ig, is said to satisfy the Open Set Condition (abbreviated (OSC)) i f there exists a nonempty open set U X (in the topology of X) such that i (U) U for every i 2 I and i (U) \ j (U) = for every pair i j 2 I, i 6 for all ! 2 I , all convex subsets B of V , and all balls centered at points of X with su ciently small radii ( dist(X @V)). The norm is the supremum norm taken over V . However, by changing some constants we could take the norm over X. In order to get a similar estimate for the whole set X it therefore su ces to notice that X as a compact and connected set can be covered by a nite chain of balls fB(x j r j ) : 1 j qg (chain in the sense that B(x j r j ) \ B(x j+1 r j+1 ) 6 = for all j = 1 2 : : : q ; 1) contained in V . In fact, decreasing V to be the union of this chain (this operation preserves all the constraints imposed so far on V ) we can write
where D 1 is any number qdiam(V ). In a moment, for other purposes, we may need to take D bigger than qdiam(V ).
Take now x 2 X and 0 < r dist(X @V). Then B(x r) V . Take also any ! 2 I and let R 0 bethe maximal radius such that B( ! (x) R ) ! (B(x r)). for all ! 2 I and all x 2 X. Note also that the above formula remains true if X is replaced by the limit set J, perhapswith a larger value of D. In the sequel, when we use (BDP) we mean the original formula (2.9) and otherwise we will always indicate which one of its geometrical consequences we are using by the label. We feel also that a discussion about how to check condition (2.9) in practice would bein order, and this is done in the next lemma and two remarks following it. Lemma 2.2. Each of the following three conditions is su cient for (BDP) to hold. where s is the bound on the contraction ratios given in (2.1) , which nishes the proof of this implication.
((b) ) (c)). Let ! 2 I and let n = j!j. For every z 2 V and every k = 1 2 : : : n de ne z k = ! n;k+1 ! n;k+2 : : : ! n (z) put also z 0 = z. Fix " > 0 and take > 0 so small that ( ) < " . Take any two points x y 2 V with jy ; xj < . Then log(j 0 ! (y)j) ; log(j 0 ! (x)j) = n X j=1 log 1 + j 0 ! j (y n;j )j ; j 0 ! j (x n;j )j j 0 ! j (x n;j )j ! n X j=1 jj( 0 ! j ) ;1 jj j 0 ! j (y n;j )j ; j 0 ! j (x n;j )j n X j=1 M(s (n;j) ) From now on throughout the paper we will beactually interested only in conformal systems. We begin to explore them by proving the following. There are two cardinality bounds arising from our geometric condition (2.7) which play a crucial role in our theory. To formulate them, for every x 2 X and every integer n 1, let ;1 n (x) bethe maximal collection of all mutually incomparable (meaning neither word is an extension of the other) words! in Let us remark here that that in nite c.i.f.s are not necessarily uniformly locally nite. Several examples (e.g., Example 5.1) given in Section 5 are not even locally nite. Some of them however are and the complex continued fraction example described in Section 6 is uniformly locally nite.
In all following sections we will extensively use the concepts of conformal and semiconformal measures. The de nition of semiconformal measures is somewhat technical and is postponed to the next section. The de nition of conformal measures is simpler, more important, and will beprovided here. So, given t 0 a Borel probability measure m is said to be t-conformal provided m(J) = 1 a n d f o r e v ery Borel set A X and every i 2 I Given a nondecreasing function g : ( 0 " ) ! (0 1) for some " > 0, the g-dimensional outer Hausdor measure H g (A) of the set A is de ned as
where the in mum is taken over all countable covers fA i : i 1g of A by arbitrary sets whose diameters do not exceed ". If g is of the form x t instead of writing H x t we write H t and speak about t-dimensional outer Hausdor measure. In this case one will get comparable numbers (in the sense that ratios are bounded away from zero and in nity) if instead of covering A by arbitrary sets one considers only open balls centered at points of A.
The g{dimensional outer packing measure g (A) of the set A is de ned as
(A i are arbitrary subsets of A), where g , the g-packing premeasure is given by:
Here the supremum is taken over all packings fB(x i r i )g 1 i=1 of the set A by open balls centered at points of A with radii which do not exceed ". Similarly as in the case of Hausdor measures if g is of the form x t instead of writting x t we write t and speak about t-dimensional outer packing measure. These two outer measures H g and g de ne countable additive measures on Borel -algebra of X. (1 0 ) If is non{atomic, then (1) holds under the weaker assumption that the hypothesis of part (1) is satis ed on the complement of a countable set.
Pressure, measures, and dimensions
In this section we i n troduce topological pressure, Perron-Frobenius operator, and conformal and semiconformal measures. We de ne and study here the class of regular and hereditarily regular systems, and using a symbolic representation of the limit set we prove the existence and uniqueness of the conformal measure. We also derive the existence of an invariant probability equivalent to the conformal measure. Proving its ergodicity we simultaneously show its uniqueness. At the end of the section we give a proof that if the system has nite entropy, then the Hausdor dimension of the conformal measure is equal to the Hausdor dimension of the limit set.
Let us begin this section with the following mutual equality of all box and packing dimensions of the limit set J and its closure J for iterated function systems. This lemma is actually obvious. That is log convex follows from an application of H older's inequality, and the last assertion is included in Lemma 2.5. Note that ( ) may be in nite as well as nite { in Examples 5.3 and 5.4 we have ( ) < 1, on the other hand in Examples 5.5 and 5.6 ( ) = 1 and this is also the case for complex continued fractions described in Section 6. This dichotomy plays an important role in the classi cation of c.i.f.s into regular and irregular systems as explained in the last six results of this section. Notice also that, as Example 5.3 shows, may be d. For every integer n 1 de ne n (t) = P !2I n jj 0 ! jj t (so = 1 ). By (BDP) for all integers k n 1 we have K ;t k (t) n (t) k+n (t) k (t) n (t). It follows from this that n (t) < 1 for all n 1 if and only if n (t) < 1 for some n 1 if and only if (t) < 1. An application of H older's inequality shows that each function n is log convex. These facts imply that the following limit P(t) = lim n!1 1 n log n (t) = lim n!1 1 n log X !2I n jj 0 ! jj t always exists and is nite if and only if (t) < 1, in particular infft : P(t) < 1g = S . Note also that in view of (BDP) for every x 2 V P(t) = lim
We call P(t) the topological pressure of the system S. For Proof. The rst statement of this proposition has been proved above. The facts that the pressure function P(t) is nonincreasing on 0 1) and is strictly decreasing on 1) are obvious. Since P is the limit of convex functions on F(S), P is convex on F(S). This in turn implies that P(t) is continuous on F(S).
Now we shall study semiconformal and conformal measures. First without assuming (OSC) and (2.7), we de ne semiconformal measures and prove some of their basic properties. Next, assuming (OSC) and (2.7), we prove the existence of conformal measures and establish some geometric properties of conformal systems. Our way of dealing with semiconformal measures is motivated by the approach g i v en in 38] where a more complete collection of references can befound.
Suppose that 2 F(S) and for every bounded function f : X ! R put
Notice that L preserves the space of continuous functions C(X) and that its norm is bounded by ( ), so it is continuous. Denote by L : C(X) ! C(X) its dual operator. We shall prove the following.
Lemma 3.4. If t 0 and m is a t-conformal measure, then t 2 F(S) (even more, P(t) = 0 ) and L t (m) = m.
14 Proof. It follows immediately from (2.15) that t 2 F(S) and P(t) = 0. More- (1) we thus have L (m) = m. We shall now show that = 1. Indeed, since L n (f)(x) = P !2I n j 0 ! (x)j f( ! (x)) for all n 1, we get (L ) n (m) = n m which implies that R P !2I n j 0 ! j dm = n R 1 dm = n . On the other hand since P( ) = 0, using (BDP) we conclude that for every " > 0, every n 1 large enough and every x 2 X we have e ;"n P !2I n j 0 ! (x)j e "n and consequently e ;"n n e "n . Thus = 1, so m is a xed point of L . Now, suppose m is -semiconformal or equivalently,
for every continuous function f : X ! R. Since this equality extends to all bounded measurable functions f, w e get Observe that slightly more generally, if t 2 F(S), then the same proof leads to the existence of a probability measure m t on J such that L (m t ) = e P(t) m t . For the remainder of the section we assume that P( ) = 0 and m is a -semiconformal measure. Frequently to stress its importance we will repeat this assumption in the formulations of our results. Let us also make some additional notation. If ! 2 I , set !] = f 2 I 1 : j j!j = !g. We shall prove the following. Lemma 3.6. There exists a unique Borel probability measure on I 1 such that
Proof. In view of (3.1), P !2I n R j 0 ! j dm = 1 for all n 1 and therefore one can de ne a Borel probability measure n on C n , the algebra generated by the cylinder sets But since, in view of Theorem 3.8, is ergodic with respect to , we conclude that is -almost everywhere constant. Since 1 and are both probabilistic, 1 = . So, applying Lemma 3.7 nishes the proof. Now, coming back to (OSC) and (2.7) we shall prove the existence (and uniqueness) of conformal measures. In fact we shall show that every measure ful lling slightly weaker requirements than a semiconformal measure is conformal. Proof. That conformal measures satisfy the requirements appearing in this lemma follows from their de nition and Lemma 3.4. In order to prove the harder part rst we shall show that condition (2.12) is satis ed, then that (J) = 1, and nally that (2.11) holds. So, in order to prove (2.12) suppose to the contrary that ( (X) \ (X)) > 0 for some q 1 and two distinct words 2 I q . Let E = (X) \ (X) and for every n 1 let E n = S !2I n ! (E). Since each e l e m e n t o f E n admits at least two di erent codes of length n + q which agree on the initial segment of length n, it follows from Lemma 2.6 that T This contradiction shows that (3.7) ( (X) \ (X)) = 0 for all incomparable words 2 I . In order to show that (J) = 1 suppose to the contrary that (X n J) > 0. In view of (3.7) for all ! 2 I we have ( ! (X n J) \ J) = ;S 2I j!j ! (X n J) \ (J) P 2I j!j ( ! (X n J) \ (J)) = 0. Hence setting E n = S !2I n ! (X n J) we get ; J \ S n 1 E n = 0. On the other hand (E n ) K ; (X n J) (because of (3.7) we can skip the factor ;1 d;1 (S d;1 ) here) and therefore ;T 1 k=1 S 1 n=k E n K ; (X n J) > 0. Moreover
Combining the formulae occuring at the ends of the last three sentences we fall into a contradiction which proves that (J) = 1 . Now we need and we are in position to prove that the -semiconformal measure m is -conformal. Indeed, m satis es all conditions placed in the right-hand side of Lemma 3.10. Moreover, using (3.7), (3.2), and Lemma 3. 
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Let us now return to the measure . We shall show that m is absolutely continuous with respect . Indeed, it follows from conformality of m and (BDP) that K ; jj 0 ! jj m( ! (X)) jj 0 ! jj for all ! 2 I . Since, by the assumptions, ( ! (X)) K ; jj 0 ! jj , we therefore obtain m( ! (X)) K ( ! (X)). So, using (3.7), we conclude that m is absolutely continuous with respect to and = dm=d K -a.e. Repeating essentially the argument from the proof of Theorem 3.9 to show that is almost everywhere constant, we proceed as follows. In view of Lemma 3.7 and Theorem 3.8 there exists a set of points ! 2 I 1 with measure 1 for which the Radon-Nikodym derivatives (!) a n d ( (!)) bothare de ned. Let ! 2 I 1 besuch a point. Then
m( (!)j n;1 (X)) ( (!)j n;1 (X)) ( (!)j n;1 (X)) ( !j n (X))
So, by the Birkho ergodic theorem, (!) is m-a.e. constant and so is the RadonNikodym derivative : J ! 0 1). Keep the same symbol for this value. Since both measures m and are probabilistic, 1. In the proof of the previous theorem we were done at this point concluding that = 1 since 1 and 2 were equivalent. Here an additional argument is needed. And indeed, if > 1 m-almost everywhere, de ne the set Z = fx 2 J : (x) = 0 g. Then (Z) = 1 ; 1= > 0. We claim that We w ould like to repeat here the following consequence of Lemma 2.6 which has been used in the proof of Lemma 3.10:
If and are two distinct words of the same length, E = (X) \ (X), and E n = S !2I n ! (E), then lim sup n!1 E n = .
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.10, Theorem 3.5, and (3.2) we get the following.
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Corollary 3.11. Let m be a -semiconformal measure. Then m is -conformal. Also m-almost every point x 2 J has a unique representation in the form x = (!), ! 2 I 1 , i.e., the set ;1 (x) is a singleton.
Remark 3.12. Notice that the measure pulls down canonically to the limit set J giving rise to the measure m = ;1 which is equivalent to m. Notice also that since m-almost every point x 2 J has a unique representation in the form x = (!), ! 2 I 1 , the formula T(x) = ;1 ! 1 (x) de nes -a.e. a measurable map on J. Observe t h a t T commutes with the shift map on I 1 via the invertible map establishing a measurable isomorphism between the systems ( ) on I 1 and (T m ) on J. Frequently, in the sequel we will simply identify these two systems, especially writing also for T. Let us also remark that in the appendix, we give a direct method of obtaining the measure m .
Let us now derive some geometric consequences of these results. The following lemma has been proved in 2]. For the sake of completeness we prove i t below giving a slightly di erent proof which ts better into our general approach. Proof. Our system is regular since 0 < P(t) = log #(I) < 1. Since I is nite, the number = i n f fjj 0 i jj : i 2 Ig is positive. Consider x = (!), ! 2 I 1 , 0 < 2r < diam(X), and let n 0 be the smallest integer such that !j n (X) B(x r). Then by (3.2) and (BDP), m(B(x r)) K ; jj 0 !j n jj . From the minimality o f n we conclude that !j n;1 (X) is not contained in B(x r). Thus, by (BDP) and (BDP.4), we get r diam ; !j n;1 (X) Djj 0 !j n;1 jj DKjj 0 ! n jj ;1 jj 0 !j n jj DK ;1 jj 0 !j n jj. Therefore m(B(x r)) (DK 2 ;1 ) ; r : 21 Thus by Theorem 2.8(1), H (J) < 1 and by Theorem 2.9(2), (J) < 1. Now l e t Z be the family of all minimal (in the sense of length) words ! 2 I such that ! (X) \ B(x r) 6 = and ! (X) B(x 2r). Then diam( !j j!j;1 (X)) r. Let R = f!j j!j;1 : ! 2 Zg.
Note that R is nite and therefore we can nd a nite subfamily R of R consisting of mutually incomparable words such that each element of R is an extension of an element from R . Temporarily x an element 2 R and take i 2 Proof. Take t > . Then, using (2.10), for every integer n 1 su ciently large we have P !2I n diam( ! (X)) t D t P !2I n jj 0 ! jj t D t exp(nP(t)=2). Since the family ! (X), ! 2 I n , is a cover of J and since its diameters converge to 0 as n ! 1 , it follows from the estimate obtained that H t (J) = 0 . Thus HD(J) . Set now = s u p fh F : F 2 F in(I)g and consider an arbitrary t > . Then by Lemma 3.14 and Hence P(t) (t ; ) l o g s < 0 which gives t and consequently . Obviously HD(J), and since we have proved that HD(J) , the proof of the \equality" part of the theorem is completed. The inequality follows immediately from de nitions of bothnumbers. Finally, the last statement of the theorem is true since P(t) is continuous and strictly decreasing on ( 1).
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The following theorem establishes also a continuity property of a conformal system with respect to its nite subsystems. Proof. Let be an arbitrary accumulation point ( i n t h e w eak topology on C(X)) of the sequence fm F : F 2 F in(I)g. We are to show t h a t is h = h I conformal and in order to achieve this we will prove that the assumptions of Lemma 3.10 are satis ed. Indeed, P(h) = 0 since S is regular. Therefore we can use (3.3), for example to conclude that for all n 1 (e) There exists a co nite subsystem S 0 of S such that P S 0(t) < 1. (f) For every co nite subsystem S 0 of S we have P S 0(t) < 1. In particular, S = S 0 for every co nite subsystem S 0 of S.
We call a c. In order to prove the opposite inequality x t > S . Then S (t) < 1, and therefore there exists F 2 F in(I) such that InT (t) < 1 for every nite subset T of I containing F. Hence P InT (t) < 0 for every nite subset T of I containing F which shows that lim T2Fin(I) h InT t. The proof is nished.
If the system S is nite, then in view of Lemma 3.14, m is equivalent to the hdimensional Hausdor measure on J. Since, as Example 5.5 shows (comp. also Example 5.7 and Theorem 6.4), this generally is no longer true for in nite systems, the natural question arises of whether at least the Hausdor dimension of m is equal to h. In order to give a su cient condition, we nd it appropriate, although not necessary, to use the notion of metric entropy to be found in 20] or 39] for example. We remark that since in our case the for all x 2 J 0 and all n n 0 . Given now 0 < r < exp(n 0 (F ; )=h) and x 2 J 0 , let n(x r) 0 be the minimal numbern such that diam(xj n+1 ) < r . Using (3.10), we deduce that n(x r) + 1 > n 0 , hence n(x r) n 0 and diam(xj n(x r) ) r. In view of Lemma 2. We should note however that there are regular systems where the entropy of ( ) is in nite and HD(m) = h.
Let us nish this section with some comments which seem to be relevant in this place. Namely, f o r nite it c.i.f.s. BD(J) = HD(J). This is no longer the case for in nite c.i.f.s. Roughly speaking the reason is that X(1) i s i n some sense highly independent of J. In particular, in Section 5 we give examples, even of regular locally nite linear systems, such that HD(J) < BD(J) = HD(J) = HD(X(1)).
Geometric measures
In this section our main objective is to study Lebesgue, Hausdor , and packing measures of regular and hereditarily regular systems. In particular, we prove in this context some re nements of Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 relating the pointwise scaling behavior of conformal measure m at the boundary, X(1), to the values of Hausdor and packing measures on the limit set J. Moreover, at the end of the section we prove a theorem which concerns irregular systems and establishes the \dimensionlessness" of their limit sets in the restricted sense. We begin with the following ner characterizations of the Hausdor dimension of the limit sets which are more useful in estimating dimensions of various systems. Note that in condition (b) the distortion constant K is involved whereas in condition (c) it is not (cf., Section 6). Note also that n (t) treated as a function of n with xed t is supermultiplicative whereas n (t) w as submultiplicative. 
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(c) t is the only number such that n (t) 1 n (t) for all n 1, where n (t)) = P !2I n inf j 0 ! j t and inf j 0 ! j = i n f fj 0 ! (x)j : x 2 Xg. Proof. That the Hausdor dimension h satis es the inequalities appearing in (b) and (c) follows immediately from (3.3), Theorem 3.18, and since n (t) K t n (t) n (t). Conversely, if t satis es either (b) or (c) for each n 1, then P(t) = lim n!1 1 n log n (t) = lim n!1 1 n log n (t) = 0 and therefore t = h in view of Theorem 3.15. ;n (R 0 ), we obtain (I 1 n R) = 0.
Therefore, using Lemma 3.7, we get m(J n (R)) = ;1 (J n (R)) (I 1 n R) = 0 .
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Take now ! 2 R and an integer n 1 such that !j n+1 n+q] = . Put x = (!) and consider the ball B(x K ;1 jj 0 !j n jj ). Since by (BDP.3) B(x K ;1 jj 0 !j n jj ) !j n ; B( ( n (!)) ) and since B( ( n (!)) ) Int(X) X, using (BDP.1) and conformality o f m we get m ; B(x K ;1 jj 0 !j n jj ) j j 0 !j n jj t m(B( ( n (!)) )) j j 0 !j n jj t = ( K ;1 ) t (K ;1 jj 0 !j n jj ) t : Since m(J n (R)) = 0, applying Theorem 2.9(1) we thus get t (E) (K ;1 ) t b(d)m(E) for every Borel subset E of J. The proof is nished.
The assumption J \ Int(X) 6 = is actually known in the literature as the Strong Open Set Condition (SOSC). Actually, the (SOSC) requires the existence of a set X satisfying (2.6) -(2.7) and the condition J \ Int(X) 6 = . In order to clarify the situation note that X is not uniquely determined by the contractions i and the limit set J. So the question is: Given a c.i.f.s., can one adjust X so that (SOSC) holds? This is exactly what Schief accomplishes in the case of a nite system of similarities (see 28]). Now for each n 0 put X n = !2I n ! (X):
We shall now prove t wo results concerning the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure of these sets, the Lebesgue measure of the limit set J, and an estimate on the Hausdor dimension of J. 
So, putting = 1 ; nishes the proof. Proof. By the second assumption there exists an in nite sequence z j 2 J \ C(z) s u c h that lim z j = z. Since C(z) is a cone there exists 0 < 1 such that for all j su ciently large, passing to a subsequence we can suppose that for all j, we have B(z j jz j ; zj) C(z). Hence B(z j jz j ; zj) X and m(B(z j jz j ; zj)) m(B(z (1 + )jz j ; zj)). Therefore, in view of the rst assumption of Lemma 4.13 the assumptions of Lemma 4.12 are satis ed and the proof is completed.
As an immediate consequence of this lemma and Corollary 3.24 we get the following. Proof. Suppose that a measure H g (J) or g (J) (call it G g ) is nite. Then the Jacobian (Radon-Nikodym derivative) of a map ! , ! 2 I , with respect to the measure G g is equal to j 0 ! j h . By the de nition of pressure there exists n 0 1 such that P !2I n jj 0 ! jj h < exp(nP(h)=2) for every n n 0 . Hence
Thus letting n ! 1 and noting that by Theorem 3.21 P(h) < 0, we obtain G g (J) = 0. The proof that H h (J) = 0 i s v ery similar but requires slightly di erent argument a s w e d o not know whether H h (J) i s nite. Indeed, if n n 0 is as above, then
and letting n ! 1 we conclude that H h (J) = 0 . Proof. That the system S is regular follows immediately from Theorem 4.16. The other part of the theorem follows now from Lemma 3.10 applied with the measure being either H g =H g (J) o r g =jP i g (J) and from Theorem 3.18.
As an immediate consequence of this theorem and Lemma 3.14 we get the following. Let I = f(n k) : n 1 and 1 k 2 n 2 ;1 g, let X = 0 1], and let S = f n k : X ! X : (n k) 2 Ig be a system consisting of similarity maps n k such that jj 0 n k jj = 2 ;(n 2 +n) and such that the intervals n k (X) a r e m utually disjoint. This last requirement can be satis ed since P (n k)2I jj 0 n k jj = P n 1 2 ;(n 2 +n) 2 n 2 ;1 = 1 =2 < 1. Notice that by this computation we have shown that (1) = 1=2 < 1. Observe also that (t) = P n 1 2 n 2 ;1 2 ;(n 2 +n)t = P n 1 2 n 2 (1;t);nt;1 = 1 for all 0 < t < 1. Thus, in view of Theorem 3.21 S is irregular, in view of Theorem 3. Notice that #I(r) (1=n ; r) ;1 ; n = n 2 r=(1 ; nr) n 2 r. Therefore m ; B(1=n r) X k2I(r)
Appendix
In this section we provide the reader with some results which are slightly aside of our ow of exposition and as well we outline an alternative approach for some topics contained in Section 3.
We call a Borel probability measure on J invariant i f P i2I i = . From this point on, we assume m is a -conformal measure. We indicate a direct derivation of the measure m . This method makes no use of the abstract symbolspaceand is constructive-no use is made of Banach limits as in Section 3. Lemma a.3. For all x 2 X, let (x) = lim n!1 L n 1(x) and (x) = lim n!1 L n 1(x). Then K ; (x) (x) K , L (x) (x) and L (x) (x), for every x 2 X.
Proof. Inequalities K ; (x) (x) K are obvious. In order to prove that L (x) (x), x " > 0 and take a nite subset I 1 of I such that P i2I 2 jj 0 i jj < " , where I 2 = I n I 1 . Since I 1 is nite, there exists k 1 such that ( i (x)) L n 1( i (x)) ; " for all i 2 I 1 and all n k. By the de nition of (x), there exists q k such that Lemma a.4. For every x 2 X, the limits 1 (x) = lim n!1 L n (x) and 1 (x) = lim n!1 L n (x) exist. Moreover L 1 (x) = 1 (x) and L 1 (x) = 1 (x) for all x 2 X.
Proof. Since L is a positive operator, it is monotone, and therefore, it follows from Lemma a.3 that the sequence fL n (x) : n 0g is non-increasing and bounded from below by K ;2 . Thus, it is convergent and denote its limit by 1 (x). Since 1 L n for every n 1, we get L 1 L n+1 and therefore L 1 1 . In order to prove that L 1 1 x x 2 X and " > 0. Take a nite subset I 1 of I such that P i2I 2 jj 0 i jj < ", where I 2 = I n I 1 . Since I 1 is nite and since all sequences fL n (z) : n 0g, z 2 X, converge, there is n 0 such that 1 ( i (x)) L n ( i (x)) ; ", for all i 2 I 1 . We then have 1 (x) ; K " ; K " = 1 (x) ; 2K " So, letting " ! 0 w e get the required inequality. The case of the function 1 can be dealt with similarly.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma a.4, Lemma a.1 and Remark a.2 following it or Theorem 3.8.
